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Welcome to Issue 10 of
The PMM Journal
Paynesville Maritime Museum
is dedicated to researching,
recording and retelling the
maritime heritage of the village
and surrounding area of
Paynesville on the Gippsland
Lakes in Victoria, Australia.
The PMM Journal is an important
means of disseminating and
making available for the future
the stories of maritime
Paynesville that might
otherwise never be recognised.
In compiling The PMM Journal
we strive to provide a balance
of the various facets that made
up life in maritime Paynesville’s
history as both stories for
reading and enjoying and as a
long-term history book.
Thanks are due to the
researchers and writers who
make The PMM Journal
possible.
Read and enjoy
Jan Cook – Editor
PS: PMM is looking for a new
Editor for The PMM Journal, if you
or a friend are interested please
get in touch.
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Membership Application
Paynesville Maritime Museum Inc {PMM) is committed to protecting the privacy of its members in
accordance with the Privacy Act. We will not disclose any information to anyone not associated with the
PMM Executive. Membership may be granted to any person who makes an application on the correct
form, is approved by the PMM Committee and pays the scheduled fee.
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'I

I
I
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I

Email:

I

Additional Members (no extra fee)
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Declaration
If elected, I, the applicant, and applicable family members, agree to be bound by the Rules of
Association, By-laws, Policies and Procedures of Paynesville Maritime Museum Inc

Signature:

Date:

Payment with application is appreciated to reduce paperwork and expedite your active membership. EFT
to the PMM bank acco_unt is preferred, but you may also pay by cheque to Paynesville Maritime
Museum. Current membership fee is $30 per year.
PMM bank details are 858 633-000 Account# 138638242. Please include your name as reference.
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I
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Paynesville Seine
Nets from an interview with Trent Wilson
Compiled by Nancy Fowkes
Trent Wilson has made and donated a model of the seine net used by Paynesville fishermen and in
the following interview describes how the seine net has evolved to suit the local conditions of the
Gippsland Lakes.

Trent:
The net that I made is out of tar which they used to use on the nylon net really early in
the days before they started to use reels and other styles of fishing. The reason they would have tar
on the nets is that it would stop the fish from meshing (being caught) in it. It would stop the
Cobblers and stuff from meshing and the fish would just go back. This would save a lot of work from
having to winch and stop, get the fish out, winch a bit more to get fish out and this would stop them
meshing and they would go straight back to the bag.
That was what they used to use before they had polypropylene and polyethylene nets like we have
these days.
Nancy :

You have said to me that you have put two different types of floats on your model net.

Trent:
Not two different types of floats, they are fleets so what a fleet is, is where you winch
to. Usually a fleet is about 15 to 18 metres long so what happens is because a net is 730 metres
long you have got to be able to keep getting the net in. So what they will do is they will go out to
each fleet and then they will winch it in 30 metres or however long their fleets are.
So there will be one person on each side winching either side of the net. So they go out get a fleet,
winch it to the shore then go out get another fleet and winch it to the shore so it just comes in nice
and slowly.
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After they fleeted they invented the lazy line, the lazy lines saved a lot of time and sped a lot of
things up. Instead of stopping the winch and pulling yourself 15, 18, 30 metres out to where the
fleets were you could just keep winching.
There was an actual rope that ran along the cork line and it was tied on every 18 metres, 20 metres
and you could winch to that then you could run the loop around the capstan so the winch never
stopped, the net was always moving, you could just go onto the next fleet, you just kept winching.
The rope had an eye and they winched that part in and then go out to the next eye and winched that
part in and you would both be doing the same from either side. With the fleets you were always on
the shore. This net here (the model) you had it anchored to the shore and you just kept winching it
to yourself.

Trent in front of his grandfather Ross
Wilson’s original fishing boat displaying
the model seine net he made and
donated to Paynesville Maritime
Museum.

There are markers, you usually have a float with about 4 metres of rope or so depending how deep
the water you are using your net in. You would have one at the start and you might have one half
way between the start and the boat and you would have one at the boat and you could see the other
guy’s floats.
You would just keep winching and if you were getting up to your float before the other person then
you would slow down for him to catch up so you knew you were even. You had to be even to make
sure the fish would go back into the bag.
There are more than 4 different mesh sizes, depending on what you are chasing. The Model net is
inch size so you would catch Garfish. For Garfish you would have inch sized wings and then you
might have half inch in the bag. If you didn’t want the smaller stuff you might have smaller stuff in
the bag but at the end of the bag you might have bigger mesh so if you got a lot of small fish and you
didn’t want them, you could just open that up and let them sieve through so you just have the bigger
ones.
They would use from 4 inch (10.16 cm) down to 1 inch (2.54 cm). The bigger mesh was obviously for
the Bream. Some fishermen had bigger mesh on the ends of their nets and the smaller mesh in the
middle because the net would still chase the fish even if it was a bigger net. When it was moving
you could still chase them.
Our seine nets now have 1⅞ inch (4.52 cm) because you can catch King George Whiting etc. The
whole wing is 1⅞” and then we have got the ¾” (1.9 cm) bag and we can catch everything.
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Nancy :
them?

When you purchase these nets do they come with the bag in it or do you have to make

Trent:
We build the whole net, we buy the nets, the ropes, the leads. Some fishermen make
their own leads. Pop (Ross Wilson) used to make his own leads with his own moulds which had a
“W” in it for Wilson. He used to have two different sized moulds, one for his seine nets which was a
little bit heavier and one for the mesh nets which was a little bit lighter.
He always knew if a net got pinched or got lost if it was his.
Nancy :

Because it had a “W” in them?

Trent:
Yes, that was the same with a lot of fishermen from Paynesville. Pop used to make
his brother’s leads as well. They all had W’s in them, the Wilson’s and Mick Ray had W’s in his as
well. Pop used to make a few of his (not all of them) but a fair few and it was the same with Uncle
Ross (Gilsenan).
You couldn’t see the “W” because it was on the inside. They are just folded leads, you just unfolded
the lead and you could see the “W”. (On the model at the museum, Trent has placed one lead with
the “W” on the outside but it takes close observation to find it.)
Not all fishermen did that, a lot of fishermen used to buy slip ons and they could just slip them on
their ropes as they were building them and they would just keep pushing them along whereas with
the crimp on leads you could build your whole net and then put the leads on after.
There were some advantages with the crimp on leads in different ways because if you didn’t think
your net was heavy enough you could always add more lead after. So if you built it and it was a bit
light, it might have been lifting a little bit you could go ahead and tap a few more leads on. You
could put on whatever you wanted.
Nancy :
Ross Gilsenan told me that they bought the larger nets and they had to cut them
down and that a lot of the women did the salvaging of the cut edges. (See Women’s work story
Journal 9)
Trent:
Yep, they would buy a deeper sized net and it depends on what depth water you were
working in, sometimes it was shallow water you would have all this net that wasn’t doing anything.
Some people might have two or three different seine nets and some people might have had more.
You might have had one shallow net from cutting a net down.
You might have bought a net that was say 100 meshes deep and you would say cut it down to 50 and
you could use the other half.
Nancy :

Did the Paynesville men tar their own nets?

Trent:
Some of them did but not all of them did. Some of them didn’t use tarred nets they
just used nylon. I know Pop used to tar some but then he changed them into a different style of net
so he didn’t have to tar them any more.
Nancy :
Ross also said that the tar came from the Gas Works in Bairnsdale and it was the same
tar that was used on tennis courts and the roads and was diluted for tarring the nets.
Trent:

I know you could buy them already tarred and you can still buy them tarred. Another
6

thing about that model is that it has got tarred slinging cotton.
tarred and you can still buy that now.
Nancy :
tarred.

A slinging cotton that has been

So the cotton mesh nets were tanned and the nylon and cotton seine nets were often

Trent:
The other thing they used to do was when it was hanging they would go along and
paint the knots and it would stiffen the knots up and stop them from slipping. It was a massive job
because if you have got a 730 metre net you would have to go along and do them.
I will also add the mud line. So right in the middle where the bunt is, some of the fishermen, not all
of them, if you were working really muddy soft areas you would have a big rope right in the bunt.
Nancy :

So the bunt is the centre of the bag is it?

Trent:

No the bunt is the centre part of the net where the bag is.

The new style of nets they are all colours, a polypropylene. We have completely changed from the
old style of nets now. Even the way they are made now – they are different. They are completely
different. With the old nets you couldn’t really winch over rocks and stuff like that, they would get
pinned. Now we can winch over small reefs and everything. It is completely different, they are big
heavy polypropylene. They are so much heavier and actually won’t tear on certain things. They are
actually called a jump net the ones we use now. Not everyone uses them some of the old fishermen
use the old scrapers.
They have used a style of jump nets here but nothing like what we use now, they are completely
different. These style of nets (like the model) just have a cork line and lead line and it is one sheet of
net and sometimes they might have salvaged a heavier bit on the bottom so it wouldn’t wear.
Well now there are three different types of net running through it. The top ¾ of the net is one sheet
of net, one panel of net right through then in the middle we have what we call the pull. The bottom
part of the net is real slack on the bottom then as tight as you can get it. So what happens is instead
of the net pulling flat and even scraper style it has so much slack that what happens is if you hit a
rock or something it jumps over, pulls itself up.
Nancy :

When did that changeover happen? How long ago did that happen?

Trent:
Here?
I haven’t seen a jump net here ever, there may have been but I haven’t
known of one. All the old fishermen I have known had a scraper. Jump nets were bought here 12
months ago but they have used them in Port Phillip Bay for a long time, years and years.
There has always been a lot of meshing here since the last buy back, they have never really done
much seining since. A couple of them have but a lot of them have just stuck to the scrapers. Every
net has got a different purpose like a scraper can be really good for catching Bream because they
won’t lift up at all where there is grass or anything. Whereas the jump nets will lift up because they
are designed to lift if there is something there. We have got both styles. The jump nets are really
good in heavy tides like down around Lakes (Entrance) and the scrapers are good up this end where
there is not much tide.
Nancy :

How do you get the fish to market now, do you have to take them down?

Trent:

No, they go to Lakes Entrance and they truck them down.
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We have got nets here that fishermen from other areas have never seen. Like even when Pop was
fishing. We have got one now that has lead core rope which is a massive bonus because the leads
don’t get caught and tear the nets. The bullet corks are great, unlike the older styles.
Nancy :
It would probably be interesting to have a display of all the different corks don’t you
think? Why are you calling some corks and some floats?
Trent:
I am used to calling them corks because that is what the old fishermen used to call
them because they were actually made from cork. They are the same thing. Some might be a buoy
you have on the end of the net too. Some people call them drums because years ago they used to
use drums (on the end of the nets).
Nancy :
What made you decide to make the model net for the Museum? Was it because we
didn’t have one?
Trent:
Yes, plus the professional net fishing is finishing here and it would be good to have
something to leave for the people to see how they were. It will be finished by April, 2020.
Nancy :
I was talking to Arthur Allen from the Fishermen’s Association and he has donated a
copy of the fishermen’s rules.
Trent:
The rules or the Gentlemen’s Agreement, there were two different ones. The
Gentlemen’s agreement is still in place. It was designed by the fishermen but not every fisherman
agreed to join the Association and abide by the agreement. There are certain places you didn’t
work during the school holidays and things like that.
Nancy :
Over the years I have read about a very old one which included if you get to the same
shot you flip a coin. (To see who gets to use the shot.)
Trent:
Toss a coin, well that still happens and I have only known it to happen once since I
have been fishing.
Nancy:
Ross Gilsenan told me that in his 50 year (approx) professional fishing career he had
only had to toss the coin for a shot twice. Both times he was fishing with Mick Ray and they won
each time. The challenger was Alan Evans and one shot was near the mouth of the Mitchell and the
other at Storm Point.
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Paynesville Maritime Museum would like to thank Trent Wilson for helping us understand how our
local fishermen used their ingenuity to develop nets unique to the local conditions.
See Journal 4 December 2016 page 33 Seine Fishing - Paynesville Style: A pictorial explanation of the way that
Paynesville fishermen employed Seine netting. Authors - Ross Gilsenan and Rob Cook
See Journal 8 December 2018 page 37 The Net Winch: Before the advent of powered winches to haul the nets the
fishermen developed an ingenious but simple, manual winch that is now all but forgotten. Author -Rob Cook
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Beds, Boats and Beer:
Paynesville’s Hotels and Hotelkeepers
Anna McNair
The hotel keepers of Paynesville can be seen as an important part of Paynesville’s maritime history,
as without the local pub, Paynesville may have had no history at all.
Pubs have much to do with habit and repetition: as expressed in the term “regular”. They may
offer a real sense of continuity, regularity and order that is fundamental to a sense of place, time
and security. Pubs have always been closely related to everyday community life.1
The hotels provided a focal point for the community, a place that was neither work nor home for
fishermen to unwind from their exhausting and risky work, and a meeting place for formal and
informal gatherings, some of which had a direct impact on the town’s future and industry. 2
It is therefore no surprise that Paynesville, at its height, was home to four hotels. Paynesville’s first
hotel was built by Charles Brache (formally named Johann Carl Friedolin Brache), a German
immigrant who arrived in Australia in
1862. He obtained the land on which the
hotel was situated in 1880 from Hermann
Constantine Koenig,3 who had had a fish
curing premises on the spot but had
become insolvent due to the Melbourne
market absorbing the entire supply of
fresh fish caught in the Gippsland lakes. 4
Paynesville, 1879. Engraving by Samuel Calvert.
C H Koenig’s fish curing establishment seen in the
background to right of centre. Courtesy of the
State Library of Victoria collection.5

Charles’ brother, Jacob Brache, was a
mining engineer who had a distinguished
career in Australia, performing the role of Secretary to a Royal Commission into the state of mining
in Australia, and founding the Mining Institute of Victoria with a group of like-minded men.6 In the
1870s he and his family spent some time in Walhalla, where he was involved with a company called
the Latrobe Tin Streaming Company7 and wrote the Prospectus of the Projected Great Long Tunnel
Gold Mining Company, Walhalla, before being granted his own mining lease in 1878.8 In March 1880
he was the resident manager of the Happy Go Lucky Gold Mining Co, 9 when his brother Charles
purchased the property on which the Paynesville Hotel was built. Charles presumably built the hotel
fairly quickly after having obtained the land, as by February 1882 it was already plying a good trade
and undergoing ‘very substantial additions’ to accommodate the increasing number of visitors to the
area.10
Charles was already a long-established viticulturist and wine and spirit merchant, having trained in
the Rhine and Moselle wine regions prior to his arrival in Australia, and having run a business in
Australia since 1866. He appears never to have intended to run the hotel himself, but may instead
have seen it as a good investment and a means to sell his product in the area. For the most part, he
resided in Melbourne and Wahgunyah.
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The hotel, known as the Paynesville Hotel, was instead run by the
colourfully named Louis Napoleon Day, who also ran a general store
from the same premises. Day was well qualified to provide for
Paynesville’s daily needs, being the son of Joseph Day, who had opened
Bairnsdale’s first brewery, and had been a general storekeeper and
hotel proprietor first in Omeo at the Miners Arms Hotel and then in
Bairnsdale at the Commercial Hotel.
Louis Napoleon Day, from the collection of Lionel Smith, on behalf of
Moya Smith (nee Day).
Louis came from a somewhat privileged upbringing, being educated at
Scotch College,11 and was something of an athlete in his youth, winning
a number of rowing events12 in the Bairnsdale area, as well as
participating in local cricket matches. In February 1880, in Melbourne, he married Elizabeth
Anderson McCallum, cousin of George and Annie St Clair McCallum who later resided in Paynesville.
Both Louis and Elizabeth were residents of Sale at the time of their marriage.
Following closely on the heels of the Paynesville
Hotel, the Cricket Club Hotel, owned and run by
fisherman Thomas Charles Cole, opened its doors.
Thomas had come from Birmingham in England to
Australia in 1862 with his widowed mother, having
lost his father when he was only 11 years old. The
family first lived in Castlemaine, where his mother
remarried. Thomas was married in 1872, to Sarah
Ann Collins of Bealiba, west of Bendigo. However,
only three years later, his wife died in childbirth.
A short time afterwards,13 Thomas, his mother,
step-father and at least one of his siblings moved
to the area of Bairnsdale, leaving behind Thomas’s
two young children with their maternal
grandparents in Bealiba. For a time, Thomas worked as a labourer, but with the arrival of the railway
in Bairnsdale in 1878 it appears that he began to see fishing as a lucrative alternative. In 1879
Thomas, then a fishmonger living at Lake Victoria (probably in the Paynesville area), married again,
this time to Elizabeth Capon, a dressmaker from Sale who was 15 years his junior. Sadly, his
marriage to Elizabeth lasted for an even shorter time than his first; she died in 1880.
When Thomas opened the Cricket Club Hotel, situated on high ground at the western end of the
Toonalook township with sweeping views of Newlands’ Arm, McMillan Strait and Lake Victoria, 14 it
may have been his attempt at a new beginning. The name of the hotel appears to have been a nod
to his brother George Henry Cole’s Club Hotel in Bairnsdale, 15 and like George’s hotel, the Cricket
Club Hotel contained a general store which provided groceries, drapery and other merchandise to
supply the needs of Paynesville and its visitors. However, only a year or so into this venture, tragedy
again struck Thomas Charles Cole. In July 1882, he failed to return from a solo fishing trip off
Raymond Island.16 His body was found a month later by fellow fisherman Thomas Robinson. He had
drowned.17 The responsibility for the hotel transferred to his mother, Caroline Tucker, and her
husband Thomas who were already resident in Paynesville, and who temporarily changed its name
to the Cricketers Arms,. Sadly, Thomas Cole’s run of bad luck lived on without him, and in 1883 his
mother died in a buggy accident in which her husband Thomas and another local, Mrs Prosser, were
injured.18 Interestingly, this accident occurred almost exactly a year after another buggy accident in
which Mr Tucker and Mrs Prosser were injured,19 and only a week short of a year since Thomas Cole
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had drowned.
After Mrs Tucker’s death, Mrs Prosser and her husband took on the management of the Hotel,
though it still remained in the Cole family, with George Cole holding it in trust. After running the
hotel for three years, the Prossers turned the license over to Robert Fleming Miller in July 1886.
Miller had previously been a marine engineer and had big plans to improve the hotel. 20 However,
after two years he moved on, later managing the Victorian Hotel at the Latrobe Bridge in Sale. 21 On
his departure in 1888, the hotel returned to the management of Thomas Tucker until a suitable new
manager could be found. That manager was Thomas
Minogue Chalmers, formerly of Walhalla, who took
on the licence in December 1889. However, one
more disaster awaited. In April 1890, around ten
years after it was built, and only about four months
into Thomas Chalmers’ management, the Cricket
Club Hotel burnt to the ground.22
In a single stroke of good luck, there was no loss of
life, but it was a sore financial loss for Chalmers, who
quickly moved away to Tasmania.
At some point prior to 1882 another hotel, the
Toonalook Hotel, was opened. It appears that it
closed in August-September 1882, when it became
available for sale,23 as it received no further mention
under that name beyond that time.

However, it doubled as the local post office,
which continued to operate at that location
until 8 May 1885, when it was removed to a
new site24 closer to the wharf by Mr David
Prosser.
Prosser continued to operate it as a post office and store, 25 later once again utilising the building as a
hotel which he named Prosser’s Temperance Hotel.
In addition to Day and Cole, another aspiring businessman had seen the opportunity afforded by the
growing town and built Paynesville’s fourth hotel, the Pier Hotel, which opened in February 1882. 26
This businessman, Alexander Murray, was first brought to the area by the Mentiplay family, being
employed as the marine engineer on William Mentiplay’s steamer Sarah. The Mentiplay family are
the subject of an article in the previous issue of this Journal.
Alexander Murray had already been running a general store, located immediately adjacent to the
Paynesville Hotel, for some time when he moved into the hotel business. 27 He placed the Pier Hotel
less than 50 metres further along the shoreline from his original store.
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Paynesville Hotel, Lyon’s (formerly Murray’s) general store and the Pier Hotel circa 1878. From the State Library of
Victoria collection.28

Map showing approximate locations of the Cricket Club Hotel, the Paynesville Hotel and the Pier Hotel. Original map
courtesy of the State Library of Victoria collection, with added notation by the author. 29

While there may have been enough business for a new hotel to be viable, not everyone was keen on
this new venture, and in court Louis Day opposed Mr Murray’s application for a licence. 30 While
Murray won the day and the licence was issued, 31 it was only a short time before he moved on from
the hotel business, transferring the licence to his brother-in-law James Durley in October 1883.
Murray remained in Paynesville, taking on a contract to supply piles for the new works at the Lakes’
entrance,32 before moving into the insurance business. Over the next few years, he worked as a
representative for multiple insurance societies. 33 It appears the insurance business was lucrative, as
during this period he obtained a number of properties, including, in 1884, the land that would later
become Nyerimilang in the parish of Colquhoun, which he held until 1893. 34 He also obtained some
lots on Raymond Island,35 but in 1887 removed to Cunninghame to take up a bakery and grocery
business he had purchased,36 through which he distributed wine and spirits for his former colleague,
fellow Paynesville hotel owner Charles Brache. 37
In around 1889 he expanded his store business to Orbost and managed both stores, supplying not
only Brache’s liquor but also ‘the great New Zealand Cure’ courtesy of Joseph Cox, another
Paynesville hotelkeeper. This did not mean the end of his other ventures, though, and he continued
to sell insurance and manage timber contractors at the same time, 38,39 as well as unsuccessfully
running for a seat in the Bumberrah Riding in the Tambo Shire elections. 40 In 1890, his timber
company A Murray and Co had a sawmill and three jetties at Colquhoun, 41 and around that time also
constructed a tramline to Lake Tyers, where his company had established another sawmill.42 In 1892
the company was re-established as Lake Tyers Timber Company in partnership with Frank Stuart of
Melbourne, who succeeded Murray as the owner of Nyerimilang the next year. 43 By that time he had
given up his Cunninghame store but was running the Orbost mail coaches and expanding their
reach.44 However, in 1893 in addition to selling his Colquhoun property, all the stock in his Orbost
store was sold in a cut-price clearance sale45 and by the end of the year he was insolvent. 46 This all
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may have been due to ill health, which continued to decline until his death in 1896. Considering the
extent of his operations and achievements over a single decade, it is perhaps not surprising that he
died of peritonitis, a condition that can be associated with stomach ulcers.47
Like Alexander Murray, the Paynesville Hotel’s original manager, Louis Day, did not remain in the
hotel business for long. He left the district in 1884, leaving his wife’s cousin, local fisherman George
McCallum, in charge of the hotel until it could be leased.48 The lease was quickly taken up by New
Zealander Victor Granville in July 1884,49 but he lasted less than half a year in the business before
transferring the licence to Mrs Annie Malone, formerly of the Swan Hotel at the Latrobe Wharf,
Sale.50 Annie (nee Bourke) had run the Swan Hotel since before her 1883 marriage to Arthur Aloysius
Malone, whose 1884 insolvency cost her that business and led to her seeking to have the Paynesville
Hotel licence issued in her own name. She left the Paynesville Hotel in May 1885, having secured the
contract to provide cuisine for the steamer Ethel Jackson.51 In the absence of Malone, the
Paynesville Hotel’s licence was taken up by Daniel Thomas King, son of John King, former occupant of
the Rosedale Run and owner of Nambrok Homestead. 52 However, he also only remained in the
business for less than a year, transferring the licence back to Annie Malone in January 1886. 53 Daniel
King later became a storekeeper at Bruthen.
During this period, the Pier Hotel also changed hands a number of times. William Durley, Alexander
Murray’s brother in law, did not stay in the hotel business for long, and in 1884 the licence was taken
up by Charles Lindemann. Like
Alexander Murray and Thomas
Cole, Lindemann had experience in
the industry of his patrons, being
himself a boatman.54 It seems that
it was not long before he decided to
return to his original profession,
and in 1885 Joseph Cox succeeded
him
as
hotel
proprietor.55
Lindemann remained in Paynesville
for some time as a fisherman,56
before moving his business to
Metung.57
Joseph Cox was a New Zealander from Dunedin, and arrived in Paynesville just after his countryman
Victor Granville had left the area. He had previously run the Tongio Hotel at Omeo, 58 and brought
with him the reputation of being an upright citizen with a strong interest in public affairs and the
ability to run a good establishment. This reputation was soon shown to be well-earned. Cox quickly
became involved in the life of Paynesville beyond the Pier Hotel, and within six months was chairman
of the Paynesville Regatta committee.59 Soon, he also filled the position of Chair for both a
committee to determine a site for the Paynesville Cemetery and the Paynesville-Bairnsdale Railway
League.60 In 1888, he took on the Paynesville Hotel, transferring the licence for the Pier Hotel to his
friend Frederick Woods but remaining the joint manager of that establishment. Despite having
plenty on his plate with the two hotels, he also ran (apparently unsuccessfully) for the position of
Councillor in the local riding.61 As if that wasn’t enough, later in the same year he began selling his
own Hop Bitters and a cure for coughs, colds, bronchitis and asthma, 62 and represented the
Paynesville fishermen in a petition against the Customs department. 63 He later founded the
Gippsland Lakes Fishermen’s Union 64 of which he was elected the first grand president.65
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In 1891, he left the hotel business to run a general
store,66 while still retaining some of his positions in
leagues and unions. Then, in 1893, after eight very
productive years in Paynesville, Joseph Cox abruptly
returned to New Zealand.67
Before Joseph Cox took over the Paynesville Hotel in
1888 it had been advertised ‘to let’ for some time, the
former proprietor Annie Malone having moved on to
run the Commercial Hotel in Bairnsdale.68 When Cox
obtained the licence, arrangements had already been
made by the owner, Brache, to replace the original
building with a new brick establishment. The hotel
remained in Cox’s care until late 1891 or early 1892,
when a Carl Beard obtained the licence. However, he
only retained it for a short period,
and in November 1892 it passed to
Charles F Jansen, who had already
been assisting in its management
for some time.69
The new brick Paynesville Hotel under
Joseph Cox’s management

The Pier Hotel remained under the
management of Cox’s friend
Frederick Wood until April 1893,
when he also left the district,
moving to Broadmeadows.
A
Maria McCormick took the licence,
but in September 1893 transferred it to Charles Jansen, who had hurriedly left the Paynesville Hotel,
having been unable to account for two pounds of Charles Brache’s money. He was later taken to
court by Brache, after avoiding Brache’s attempts to discuss the issue man to man, and it was shown
that he had absconded with a further seven pounds of Brache’s money on leaving the Paynesville
Hotel.70 His time as manager of the Pier Hotel was also short-lived – it closed in December 1893.71
The fact that the owner specifically requested for his hotel to be delicensed was noted as a curiosity
in the papers, though the owner was not identified. As there is no evidence of sale of the property in
the years since its opening, it is possible that Alexander Murray, now residing in Cunninghame, had
retained ownership for all that time. If this was the case, his ill health and insolvency in December
1893 may explain the demise of the hotel and the anonymity of its owner.
Charles Frederick Jansen (born 1838) had previously resided in Warragul, working as a contractor for
the council in scavenging and sanitation work, 72 and arrived in Paynesville around 1888.73 He worked
as a fisherman and for a period as an employee on the steamer JCD.74 After his short foray into hotel
management, he stayed in the area and farmed before being granted a pension in 1909. He died in
Paynesville in 1918, aged 80.
On Jansen’s abrupt departure from the Paynesville Hotel, Mrs Agnes Elizabeth Todd, who was
already employed in the hotel along with her daughter, had taken on the licence, and she began
1894 as the manager of the only remaining licensed premises in Paynesville. However, as with
Jansen’s, Agnes Todd’s tenure as manager of the Paynesville Hotel ended under a cloud. In July 1895,
when her arrangement with Brache ceased, she refused to leave the premises to make way for his
new chosen manager, Charles Bartlett Duncan, and Brache was once again forced to take his hotel’s
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manager to court.75
Though by 1894 the Paynesville Hotel was the only licensed hotel in Paynesville, it was not the only
establishment to provide accommodation.
The Prossers (David and Martha Ellen nee
Bozie) had by then opened Prosser’s
Temperance Hotel in the relocated
Toonalook Hotel building, in which they had
also been running the local post office since
1885.76 The Temperance Hotel was a shortlived endeavour; its last newspaper
reference occurring in 1896.77
As mentioned earlier in this article, the Prossers had previous experience running the Cricket Club
Hotel from 1883 to 1886, but that was not their first time in hotel management. In the early 1860s,
they had run the Old House at Home boarding house in Queen Street, Melbourne, 78 followed by the
Newport Arms in Lonsdale Street from 1863 to 1864. After becoming insolvent in 1864, the Prossers
moved to Sale and in 1866 opened the Bridge Inn licensed hotel near the Aurora Flour Mills in York
Street79 before again becoming insolvent in 1867. 80 By mid-1868 they had opened a ‘refreshment
house’ on the Port Albert road,81 but this endeavour was no more successful and by 1870 the
Prossers had returned to Melbourne and were once again insolvent. 82 They spent a quiet few years
in the area around Essendon, David working as a contractor, before moving to Paynesville in around
1882.
In 1884 they obtained the Toonalook Post Office 83 and in 1885 they relocated the building,
continuing to run the post office store from its new location. After their stint running the Cricket
Club Hotel they build a large hall, known as Prosser’s Hall, which was used for public meetings from
1889 until 1891 when it burnt down.84 After running the Temperance Hotel from 1893 to 1896 they
remained on the premises, and continued to operate the post office and associated store under
Martha Prosser’s name. David Prosser became the caretaker for the Paynesville Cemetery, before
retiring in 1909. He died in Paynesville in 1912, aged 84, and his wife Martha died soon after in early
1913, aged 80. Their property
remained in the hands of their
children, and their daughter Catherine
Bozie Prosser took on postmistress
duties and opened the home for paid
accommodation under the name
Paynesville House in 1913.85 Catherine
married Charles Somerville Doherty in
1915, and together they ran the post
office for at least the next 40 years.
Paynesville House, the local post office and
the former Toonalook Hotel and Temperance
Hotel.86

The Paynesville Hotel continued under the management of Charles Bartlett Duncan from 1895 until
the beginning of 1897, when he left Paynesville to take on the licence for the Club Hotel in
Traralgon.87 The Paynesville Hotel licence was temporarily transferred to F A Herrick, 88 and then to
August Albert (known as Albert) Langbien, both within the month of January 1897. 89 Langbien held it
for three years, until it was taken up in 1900 by Frank Hill Gibbons. 90 In mid-1902 the licence was
transferred again from Frank Gibbons to Peter Hunter, 91 and by 1905 to Charles Derham. At some
point during 1906 or 1907, John William Weir and his wife Nellie Irene (nee Hunter) took over, but by
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1910 they had taken on the Royal Mail Hotel in South Melbourne, 92 leaving the Paynesville Hotel in
the hands of David Tait.93
It appears that many of the managers of the Paynesville Hotel during this period were not
established Paynesville residents, nor even long-term Gippsland residents.
Charles Bartlett Duncan was born in 1858 in Collingwood, and remained in Melbourne until at least
1889 running a ‘livery and letting’ business.94 In 1893, four years prior to his arrival in Paynesville, he
joined a partnership as a hay and corn dealer in Warragul. 95 After leaving the Paynesville Hotel, he
spent two years in Traralgon, before returning to the Collingwood area to run the Beresford Arms
Hotel.96 He then moved to South Australia.
Albert Langbien was a cabinetmaker from Coburg, Germany, who became a naturalised New Zealand
citizen in 1880, residing in the city of Timaru. It appears he had not long been in Australia when he
took up the licence for the Paynesville Hotel, the first mention of him in Australia being in West
Melbourne in 1892. After leaving the Paynesville Hotel, Langbien moved on to keep a hotel at
Williamstown and died in 1905 aged 59.
John William Weir was born in New Zealand but was from a family based in Beechworth. After his
time at the Paynesville Hotel he and his wife spent a short period running hotels in Melbourne
before she deserted him and ran away to America. 97 He returned to the Beechworth area and
worked as a mine manager in Baarmutha.
Until almost immediately prior to their time in Paynesville, Frank Hill Gibbons and his wife Jane
Hannah nee Raper had been resident in Melbourne, in the areas of South Yarra and Prahran. 98
Afterwards, Frank became a commercial traveller and moved to New South Wales. In 1936 he
drowned himself in the Parramatta River.
Those who were established in Gippsland by the time they took on the Paynesville Hotel include
Peter Hunter, Charles Derham and David Tait. Peter Hunter (1847-1914) was a long-time Gippsland
resident, the son of Peter and Barbara Hunter (nee Smith), early residents of the Yarram area. 99 He
had previously served on the Narracan Shire Council, including spending time as its president. 100
Charles Derham had lived in Heyfield since the mid-1870s and returned there after his time in
Paynesville. He died in 1920 aged 72, leaving behind at least one son, William John, who remained in
the general area of Heyfield, Maffra and Sale for the rest of his life, along with his wife Minnie Laura
nee Blair and their children. Charles Derham’s wife, Rose Mary nee McGuire predeceased him in
1903 before he moved to Paynesville.
David Tait
David Tait, originally from the area of Ararat, had previously been a
storekeeper at Stirling (Haunted Stream) from 1887 to 1896, and was
appointed Deputy Registrar of births, deaths and marriages for the area
in 1889.101 In 1892 he had survived a sensational murder attempt in
which explosives were laid under the sleeping quarters of Tait and his
business partner John Cohen and detonated while they slept.102 Tait’s
bed was destroyed, but he survived with minor injuries. His partner was
not so lucky. While he was able to continue the store business on his
own for a further four years, mounting debts and the loss of valuable
livestock led to insolvency in 1896.103 Tait then moved to Eagle Point and
became a farmer until he took on the Paynesville Hotel in 1910. In 1914
he was once again the subject of sensational headlines when a murdersuicide occurred in the hotel. Hotel guest Andrew McKenzie, a previously
stable man, inexplicably killed himself and hotel employee Mary Brown with a revolver. No reason
for the crime was ever established.104
Sadly, in 1916, Tait’s wife Jemima nee Fawcett died after a short illness, aged only 56.105 This
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apparently led to a decision to start afresh elsewhere, as he advertised the licence for the hotel for
sale the same year, and left the district.106 In 1917, the licence for the Paynesville Hotel was finally
taken up by Annie Florence Addis.107
Annie Addis (nee Wilson) was the wife of Harry Hall Addis, originally from Ballarat and the former
engine driver at the Reedy Creek gold mines. Harry Addis became insolvent in 1888 only a few years
after their 1884 marriage, and in the early 1890s they moved to Deptford, where Harry continued to
work as an engine driver,108 and they added three children to their growing family. In the early 1900s
they moved to Eagle Point, but then went abroad to the Malay Peninsula. By 1912 they had returned
to their base in Eagle Point, though for a number of years Harry worked away from home in ‘Omeo
Swamp’, still as an engine driver. When they moved to Paynesville in 1917 to take over the
Paynesville Hotel, their son Harry Hall Addis was in France serving in the First World War. Despite
being wounded a matter of months after his parents’ move to Paynesville, he survived the war and
returned to Australia in 1919, having been awarded the Military Medal for bravery. He brought with
him an English wife, Mary Elizabeth nee Cox. Sadly, his father died not long before he came home.
Florence Annie Addis nee Wilson
After such turnover in management at the Paynesville Hotel,
Mrs Addis must have been a breath of fresh air, as she stayed
in the role from 1917 until her death in 1931, making her the
longest-ever serving manager of the Paynesville Hotel. For
many years her daughter Muriel assisted her mother to run
the hotel and inherited the property on her mother’s death.
She remained in Paynesville for much of the rest of her life,
and managed the hotel until age prevented her from
continuing.
During and after the time it was owned and run by Muriel
Addis, little information is available publicly about the life of
the Paynesville Hotel. In 1936 it was struck by lightning and
caught fire, but was not destroyed.109 In 1947 the hotel was
the centre of a dramatic rescue operation, when the pleasure
launch Maranui was struck by an RAAF crash boat. The
rescued survivors were brought to the Paynesville Hotel,
which became a makeshift hospital as the local doctor treated
their injuries. Sadly three people were killed. 110ccording to local historian Marion Day,
Whatever the happenings at the Paynesville Hotel in the latter half of the 20 th century, what is
known is that it continued to operate, as it does today, nearly 140 years after it first opened its
doors.
During that time there was also the rise and fall of one final competitor, the Paynesville Country
Club. Situated on Kings Road on Fort King Island, the club was a well-loved community hub.
Described as ‘more than a pub’ it provided a venue for visiting musical acts and local events for more
than 40 years. Built in 1962 by the Dwyer family, many in Paynesville still keenly feel its loss. 111
The proprietors of the pubs of Paynesville ranged from the fleeting to the established, from the petty
criminal to the pillar of society. Through arrivals and departures, tragedies and moments of
significance, the ever-changing host of hotel managers reflected the ever-changing community they
served, and in their variety of ways managed to provide a place of sanctuary and a community hub
to their patrons. The walls of Paynesville’s hotels witnessed the deliberation of the Paynesville
Regatta committee, the debates of the railway league, and the protests and petitions of the
Fishermen’s Union. They saw fire and murder, loss and survival. And through it all, the Paynesville
Hotel remained a still point both in the changing landscape of Paynesville, and in the changing lives
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of its residents.
The hotels provided quiet support for the fishermen and their industry, supplementing the incomes
of those who themselves gave hotel-keeping a go, providing a meeting place for community
discussions, and accommodating visitors whose presence supported the industry of the town. The
hotels were also responsible for introducing to the area, during a significant time in its development,
a champion of the town and its industry in the person of Joseph Cox.
But some would argue, most importantly of all, they provided a place to have a quiet pint at the end
of a long day.
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Cox’s Cordial and Other Cures
By Anna McNair
Joseph Cox was arguably Paynesville’s most prominent resident for an
eventful eight years, from 1885 to 1893. He hailed from New Zealand
and during his time in Paynesville he ran two separate hotels and a
store, as well as holding the role of president of the then newly-formed
Paynesville Fishermen’s Union.
However, he may have been most widely known in Gippsland for his
‘miracle cures’, one of which was a hop bitter cordial which claimed to
purify the blood and “relieve if not cure all the ills that flesh is heir to.”
Whether or not it actually succeeded in curing anyone of anything
other than sobriety (hop bitters were reportedly quite potent), the
Omeo Chronicle described Cox’s product as ‘most excellent’.
Hop bitters were widely claimed to have medicinal value, and were
brewed using hops, buchu, podophyllin and dandelion. 1 It’s unclear
whether their producers really believed in their healing effects, or
whether they simply sought tax advantages from packaging their
product as a medicine rather than as a beverage. 2
Whether or not Joseph Cox believed in the health value of his bitters,
he certainly put an effort into the development of cures. In addition to
the cordial, he is recorded as producing three other products which
claimed to have healing benefits. His ‘balsam of honey’ claimed to
“cure coughs, colds, bronchitis, tightness on the chest and all affections
of the throat and lungs” as well as arresting consumption “in the earlier
stages”. His “diarrhoea and dysentery mixture” had an obvious
application, and his “eucalypti healing ointment” covered ailments of
the skin including burns, wounds, abrasions, chilblains, and, inexplicably
‘bad breasts’.3
Between his four products, all manufactured in Paynesville from local
ingredients (the Tambo area being a major producer of hops) and
stocked by agents from Dargo to Orbost, he claimed to be able to treat
most ailments of the human body. Unfortunately, his move back to
New Zealand in 1893 meant his products were only available in
Gippsland for less than five years, so many Gippslanders may not have had the opportunity to
experience their healing benefits.
More information about Joseph Cox can be found in this issue’s article Beds, Boats and Beer:
Paynesville’s Hotels and Hotelkeepers.
References
1. http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article9006315
2. http://www.rdhinstl.com/mm/rs131.htm
3. http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article84812491
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McMillan Strait: An Under-view
By Don Love
McMillan Strait as we see it today is a hive of boating activity, with Paynesville on its western shores,
sharing with Lakes Entrance the notoriety of being a major maritime hub on the Gippsland Lakes.
What began as a fishing camp in the 1860’s has developed into a holiday centre, and popular
retirement destination.
Now, when one gazes out over the strait, it is filled with endless numbers of masts, and rank upon
rank of piers and mooring pens for the hundreds of recreational boats kept there.
However, what you see above water is totally
different from what lies beneath. The usual
rubbish and discarded tyres lie scattered over the
bottom, but there is also something much more
vibrant and interesting.
The marine life that calls the McMillan Strait
home is truly amazing, ranging from pelagic fish
that only move through during the warmer
months, Black & Yellowfin bream and small gobies
that live on the muddy bottom in their thousands.
The bottom of the Strait is covered in fine silt in
the deeper water, but around the shallow edges is
generally sandy and often colonised by Eel Grass
(zostera muellewri), which is home to the Spotted
Pipefish (stigmatopora argus), a year-round
resident of the Gippsland Lakes.
A proliferation of marine life in McMillan Strait

The great love affair the human species has
for their boats has seen an explosion of the
number of piers and boat pens that have been
built. Though some may see this infrastructure
as a blight on the landscape, the marine world
in its usual way has exploited these man-made
structures. The piles and any submerged
wood has become a home for hundreds of
different invertebrate species that need to
attach themselves to something solid.
The most common of these is the Blue Mussel
(mytilus galloprovincialis) (pictured right),
which proliferates anywhere it can anchor
itself.
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There are 20 species of Ascidians to be seen
in McMillan Strait, one of the most common
being the introduced styela plicata, which
attaches itself to piles and dots the bottom
over a wide area.
Anemones which look somewhat like a
flower are prolific on the older piles,
especially
the
Mudflat
Anemone
(anthopleura aureoradiata). Another species
the Shellgrit Anemone (oulactis muscosa)
colonises the bottom and can literally carpet
the sand in which it lives.
Anemone and compound ascidians
One of the most common marine
weeds is also an introduced species,
Fragile Codium/Codium Fragile,
which is very common in the
shallower waters. The most
common native species often seen
by local residents in the summer
months, is Sea Lettuce (ulva
australis), which attaches itself to
piles just below the waters’ surface.

Codium Fragile (above) and a wonderland of Lakes life,
including sea lettuce (ulva australis) (left).
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A Slippery Business
Compiled by Nancy Fowkes
from telephone interviews with Ron and Sharon Elton
Nancy :

Ron how old were you when you first got into the eel business?

Ron :
It was about 1973, we started looking around for a job and found a guy named Walter
Gardin who was looking for eel fishermen and we went from there. He gave us some Fyke nets and
we went out looking for eel around Maffra.
It was experimental to find out if there was any
quantity of eels in East Gippsland.
Sharon :

Walter was Belgian.

Ron :
So we tottered around with that and he wanted to start up an eel farm which was out
at Seacombe and he got some property out there. Eventually, we went out there to build the eel
farm then we wanted some glass elvers which are baby eels and I was the first one to ever catch
glass eels in Victoria out at Merriman’s Creek in Seaspray.
Nancy :

The eel farm Ron, was that salt water?

Ron :
We were using the water out of the McLennan’s Straits at that time which was semi
brackish, it wasn’t very salty. The baby eels were straight out of the salt water coming out of the
ocean coming into the creek at Seaspray. I was out there for about 18 months. The glass eels can
adapt from salt to fresh water immediately.
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Nancy :

Where were the eels being sold?

Ron :
The big eels were being sold frozen but we weren’t doing the marketing at that stage
and I suspect they were going over to Germany or Holland, over that way. They were short finned
eels not long finned eels. Short-finned eels spread along the entire Victoria coastline while long
finned eels are only found east of Wilsons Promontory. Walter was wanting to farm eels for the
Japanese market and that was impossible. They eat a lot of short finned eels in Japan but they only
use a particular sized eel, they are mainly farmed eels and they are all coming from China what they
use in Japan and it is very difficult to break into that market.
Nancy :

Are you saying they were frozen at that stage when you sent them overseas?

Ron:
They were snap frozen up at Lakes Entrance at the Co Op and when they got about 5
ton at a time they would export them over to Germany or Holland.
Nancy :

You were about 24 when you started and how long were you doing that for?

Ron :
We were out there for approximately two years and then the business out there all
fell apart and I left and came around to Stratford and applied for my own eel licence. It took about 6
weeks to get my eel licence and as soon as I got it I went back fishing. I bought myself about 30 nets
from
C.H. Smith in Melbourne to start with and we moved out to Perry Bridge and went fishing for the
time we were out there.
Sharon :

One licence allowed eel fishermen 50 of those Fyke nets.

Ron :
In the beginning all that was needed was a Master Fishing Licence which was
endorsed for taking eels but after awhile there was a special licence just for eel fishing. The Master
Fishing Licence had the same rules as other professional fishermen such as having to lift the nets on
weekends but the Eel Licence allowed fishing seven days a week. (Victorian Fisheries Authority has
confirmed that current licences are renewed annually and eels can be fished all year round)
Nancy :

Did you have a quota?

Ron:
No, I could never catch enough but I did set my own size limit to make the industry
sustainable. For the same reason I also commenced farming glassies. I would catch them at
matchstick size when there were about 5,000 glassies to a kilo weight and would release them when
they were 6 inches (15 cm) long.
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I have released eels all over Gippsland from Wonthaggi,
Warragul to Mallacoota including The Heart Morass, McLeod’s
Morass, Dowd’s Morass and dams, swamps and lagoons.
Sharon :
Here (Gippsland Lakes) every estuary is restocked
because the eels come in from the ocean. In other parts of the
state this doesn’t happen so the fishermen were buying eels
from us and going away with their restock.
Nancy:
Tell me how your eels were processed, was it the
same when they went down to Lakes Entrance Co Op.
Ron:
Mainly the same, a few up in Lakes Entrance then
the live market for shortfin mainly down in Melbourne. There
was a processer in Geelong that we sold to for the same thing.
They would snap freeze them and send them off.
The fishermen weren’t getting enough money really, at that
stage. It started at 15 cents kg and when I got my licence I was
Ron Elton releasing elver eels with
on 28 cents kg from memory. Then there was a place up at Craig Ingram at the Snowy River
Skipton that did the same thing, bought eels and froze them for boat ramp Marlo
the German and Holland markets. They were in quite a big way
at Skipton. I was taking them down to Geelong and then we changed over to Eels Pty Ltd at Skipton.
I worked (solely) for Skipton for about 4 years then that finished. I was still selling to them
(occasionally) but I was also selling eels to other places like the Melbourne Fish Market.
Nancy:

When you were selling them elsewhere were they snap frozen or were they live?

Ron:
No, they were mainly used in Melbourne in the Chinese restaurants and we were
selling them live. I only sold to Skipton what I wanted to and what I couldn’t sell down in
Melbourne.
Nancy:

At that stage you decided to take on a bait licence is that right?

Ron :
I started to run out of eels around home, the right sort of eels and it was getting
harder to catch them. We settled into the bait shop in 1983 and it was before that around the 80 to
82 mark we had a bad drought and I couldn’t get enough eels to make a living really so we bought
the bait shop (Eagle Point).
I was still catching eels and gathering the eels
mainly in the Gippsland Lakes and selling
them to Eels Pty Ltd at Skipton because they
would come down and get them on the back
of a truck and they would take them back to
Skipton and process them. By that time we
were selling long finned eels too, long finned
eels are a different market altogether. You
have to keep them alive and they were
exported into China alive.
It wasn’t the
frozen market, it was live export into China.
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We were with Skipton all the time I was in the bait shop, nearly 6 years. We went there in 1983 and
shifted down here in 1988. (‘Down here’ being a residence on the Lake further down in Rivermouth
Road.)
Nancy:

Did you employ anyone to help you to gather the eels?

Ron:
Yes, I had one employee who shifted into Paynesville and worked with me on the bait
and eels at the same time. This went on for six years and then I hurt my back pretty bad so I
stopped everything and it took me a couple of years to get over it.
Then I palled up with another eel fisherman who was working around the area and we started to
work together.
That was when we started the factory down at Stratford where we processed our own eels, we live
exported, we built a smokehouse for smoking our own short finned eels for the local market but the
main business was the live export into Hong Kong.
We packed them in cardboard cartons which we designed ourselves, got Viziboard to make them up
and got it all passed by Department of Primary Industry and exported them into China like that.
They went on the passenger planes with people on top and the cargo down the bottom.
Nancy:

Did you ever have any escape in the plane?

Ron:

No, we had to fully guarantee that that wouldn’t happen.

Sharon:
We had a meter long cardboard box with a wax cardboard inner liner then the eels
were put into a 75 mil thick plastic bag a meter long. They would be put into there with a slurry cup
of ice and then the bag would be filled with oxygen and then it would be sealed and put into those
boxes. It was usually about 650 kilo per shipment.
Nancy:

Did you say just one cup of ice slurry?

Ron:
Yes, it was enough to keep them moist from the time we packed them until they were
collected from the plane overseas. The one aluminium container was designed to just fit in that part
of the aeroplane and it fitted 36 boxes and the next one was about 42 boxes. We had to buy the
container so we may as well fill it up. We did pay per kilo for however many boxes we sent.
Sharon:
In 1987 we bought the property on Eagle Bay in Rivermouth Road and in 1988 we sold
the Bait Shop but continued with the eeling business.
With the eel licences we could only take eels, so if there was a small fish in the net that happened to
get stuck and the fisheries stopped Ron or one of our fishermen and found that fish were in the net
we could be fined. We were not allowed to catch anything but eels in our nets. You learnt how to
set the nets and not get fish and we were never fined. Of course occasionally you caught one but
we tried our best to do the right thing. The other thing is that Ron had built a sorting bin that sat on
the side of the boat.
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Ron : When you pulled the
net in all the eels went into a
bag on one side of the chute
and we would push the
chute over and all the waste
and any fish etc would go out
of the boat back into the
water. A very good system
except the pelicans would
chase you around.
Sharon : The licences had a
waterway written on them
that only the holder could
use.
When we were fishing only our licences could fish South Gippsland, only our licences could fish
Marlo and the Gippsland Lakes.
Nancy : I thought that the withdrawal of the Gippsland Lakes professional fishing licences included
the eel licences.
Ron : The people with the Professional Eel Licenses can still fish in the Gippsland Lakes.

(Victorian Fisheries Authority has confirmed that many of the current 18 Victorian eel fishing
licences have waters allocated to them but some licences do not. Licences without allocated
waters allow fishing in waterways south of the Great Dividing Range not including those in wildlife
reserves and certain areas and catchments. 30% of Victorian waters are closed to professional eel
fishing)
Thank you Sharon and Ron Elton for sharing this story and we look forward to hearing about the bait
shop business in the future.
The current Victorian Eel Fishery Management plan can be accessed by visiting :
https://vfa.vic.gov.au/commercial-fishing/eels/victorian-eel-fishery-management-plan
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The Dredge Wombat:
The Story of a Political Dredge
Anna McNair
“No more wasteful expenditure by a Government department was known in any part of the world than that
which was incurred in connection with dredging in the Gippsland lakes and rivers by this antediluvian
vessel.”1
The dredge Wombat spent nearly 80 years on the waters of the Gippsland Lakes. During that time, it played a
significant role in maintaining safe and accessible waterways, and in opening the manmade entrance to the
lakes. Its operations were the subject of both praise and scrutiny, and its faithful, if inefficient, service was in
high demand. Over it, political battles were fought and protests made, while, much like its namesake, it
simply kept on digging.

The Wombat with punt at Cunninghame in 1889 (Museums Victoria Collection) 2

Built by order in 1855 at Rennie’s Shipyards in Blackfriars Road, London, the Wombat, its steam tug George
Rennie, and its six mud punts were manufactured in pieces so that they could be transported and assembled
in Australia. After travelling to Victoria on Quebec timber carrier Olivia, they were built by an English team
who had come with them for that purpose, along with 24 convicts supplied by the Victorian Government,
under the supervision of Engineer James Bremner. 3 It was Victoria’s second steam dredge, the first, the
Griper, having been built in Australia only shortly before the order was placed for the Wombat.
The Wombat was a bucket dredge, which used steam power to operate a rotating sloped conveyor belt of 36
iron buckets4 running down the side of the vessel to the bed of the channel being dredged. Each bucket
would be inverted while travelling down the conveyor and, as it turned to travel back up, would scoop away
some of the river or lake bed. It would then carry the excavated silt or sand back up to the apex of the
conveyor and empty into a hopper as it flipped over to head back down into the water again. The hoppers
would be emptied into punts, which would then convey the excavated materials away from the site. 5
The Wombat was built of iron, being 92 feet, 6 inches in length, 23 feet wide and 8 feet deep. 6 While its
dredging machinery was steam powered, the vessel itself had no propulsion, and had to be moved from
location to location by an accompanying steamer or tug.
The dredge was initially employed in the channels around Port Phillip Bay, including the West Channel, the
areas around Geelong and Williamstown, and the mouth of the Yarra River, 7 and regularly required extensive
repairs due to the rough nature of its work. After more than 20 years of this activity, in 1878 it was sent
further afield, undertaking work on the River Moyne at Port Fairy 8 for over a year. After its return to
Melbourne, and having undergone the usual extensive repairs, it was sent to Gippsland in tow of the steamer
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Murray, arriving at the New Works at Cunninghame on 10 October 1879. 9 It never again left the Gippsland
Lakes.
The Wombat’s arrival in Gippsland was a political win for Gippslanders, who had been lobbying for a dredge
for some years, and had previously been met with, in their eyes, a Government that “views the welfare and
necessities of Gippsland with cold disdain.”10 To them, the provision of the dredge was a sign that their words
were finally beginning to hold some political weight.
Though it remained at the New Works to be ‘fitted up’, 11 this was not the Wombat’s final destination. Its
main purpose for the next decade would be the removal of silt from shipping routes throughout the lakes and
adjoining rivers. Capable of lifting 800 tons of silt a day, 12 its work in each location would still often take more
than a year to be completed. This wasn’t helped by the reduction in productivity created by its punts being
requisitioned for other purposes, an issue which was raised several times during its tenure on the Lakes. In
1880 the Weekly Times noted that one of the Wombat’s six punts was employed by the diver at the Latrobe
Bridge, while the other was being used privately to transport wood, leaving the Wombat to operate with only
four punts. The delays created by having only four punts in rotation reportedly almost halved the Wombat’s
daily output.13
The George Rennie, the Wombat’s original tug, did not accompany the Wombat to Gippsland, having been
reassigned to another dredge, the Alligator. Instead, the steamer allocated to assist the Wombat was the
former torpedo boat Octopus, which was converted to suit dredging operations and joined Wombat in the
Gippsland Lakes within two months of the Wombat’s arrival.14
Their first task was dredging silt from the mouth of the Latrobe River in Lake Wellington, with a view to
excavating a channel around a mile in length and 10 feet deep. 15 With 15 employees, including Master,
engineer, mate, deck-hand, cook, surveyors and labourers,16 the Wombat was reportedly lifting an average of
4 feet per day in 1880.17
By mid-1881 the Octopus and the Wombat had moved on to remove silt from around the Bairnsdale Wharf, 18
before heading to the mouth of the Tambo River tasked with digging a channel 10 feet deep, 1200 feet long
and 200 feet wide19 This took the best part of a year, and during that time, the Octopus was replaced by the
steamer Mystery20 The Octopus returned to Melbourne to resume its original role as a torpedo boa21
The Wombat and the Mystery spent the next few years rotating between the same few tasks. In 1883 they
were engaged again at the Latrobe River, and then in 1884 at the Bairnsdale Wharf, followed by McLennan
Strait in 1885. In 1887 they completed significant work in the Sale Canal, removing dams left after the
construction of new channels, digging up stumps and logs which had previously impeded canal building work,
and deepening the channels. This work was so extensive that it required employment of 30 extra hands, and
a tramway was built to remove the silt from the site. A channel was also cut into Lake Wishart, draining it
almost dry.22
By August 1887 it had returned to Bairnsdale Wharf, indignation having been expressed on the part of those
in the Bairnsdale area that Sale was taking up too much of the Wombat’s time.23 This was the beginning of a
long period of similar complaints on behalf of Sale and Bairnsdale, whenever the dredge was employed in the
other location.
However, after this stint in the Mitchell River, both Sale and Bairnsdale would have to sit back and wait, as in
1888 the Wombat was ordered to the New Works at Cunninghame to begin to remove the sand from the last
remaining section of the new entrance.24 The work started on 23 February 1888, but due to ongoing silt
problems in the Lakes, by May of the same year the Government was arranging a Priestman Dredge to cover
the work around the Lakes in the Wombat’s absence.25
At the new entrance, the Wombat was engaged in excavating a channel 850 feet long through the sand bar
separating Reeves River from the sea.26 It was removing about 10,000 tons of sand per month, and was
expected to create the channel to the width of 400 feet on the shore side and 260 feet at the sea entrance,27
though by March 1889 the width was still at 80 feet. A sand bar had been constructed at the ocean end of the
channel to prevent the sea from washing sand into it. However, on 14 June 1889, the Wombat’s work was
completed for her, when a storm broke the sea barrier and flooded the channel. Despite the concern that this
would cause the channel to silt up, the sea entered with such force that it instead scoured the channel and
made it ready for use.28
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The Dredge Wombat at work at the New Entrance before the storm of 14 June 1889. (Museums Victoria Collection) 29

Having had its task suddenly taken care of by the sea, the Wombat lay idle at Cunninghame for around two
months,30 before being ordered to return to the Bairnsdale Wharf.
During the previous few months the Wombat had begun to show signs that it required another of its regular
overhauls, having not received extensive repairs since its arrival in Gippsland a decade prior. A new boiler was
needed, along with other work.31 In November of 1889, the people of the Gippsland Lakes received the news
that the Department of Public Works, which owned the dredge, planned to remove it to Melbourne for
repairs. Despite demands from Gippsland that the dredge be repaired locally, the Departmental
representatives accurately pointed out that there was no slip in Gippsland suitable for the work. 32
While some of the Gippslanders’ concern around this plan arose from a wish to keep Departmental
expenditure within the district, the bigger issue was a prevalent fear that if the Wombat left Gippsland
waters, it would be redirected to other work and would not return. 33,34 Those areas part of the constant
rotation of dredge work over the past decade feared the effect on industry that could arise from a halt in
dredging activities. The Bairnsdale Wharf in particular was proving to require almost constant dredging in
order to remain accessible to shipping traffic. In April 1890, the Bairnsdale Advertiser called the proposed
removal of the Wombat to Melbourne “one of the greatest acts of injustice that was ever attempted to be
perpetrated by any Government on any district.”35 It went on to say:
If the dredge be removed to Melbourne at the present juncture a great and irreparable injury will be
inflicted on the district. Its growth and prosperity will be checked, and at least one important and
remunerative industry that had been launched will be doomed. For the purposes for which it was
built and recently lengthened, the wharf will again in a month or two be utterly useless, and steamers
and sailing craft, as in the days before the place was settled, will have to unload and take in cargo at
the river's edge.36
Deputations, ‘indignation meetings’ and protests followed, while the Wombat lay in limbo in the Mitchell
River. During the April 1890 Eight Hours Anniversary, a celebration of the anniversary of the introduction of
the eight hour system in the colony, a Mr Croker created a float with a board depicting the Wombat and the
words “cruising about for a slip”. This created much amusement and was praised for touching upon public
feeling.37
Despite all these protests, at the end of April 1890 the Government issued a sudden order for the Wombat to
cease work in the Mitchell River, disengage its employees and be dismantled for transport to Melbourne.38
This was met with outrage, and there followed an emergency public meeting and a deputation to the Minister
of Public Works by the members for North and East Gippsland, the Bairnsdale Shire President and two
respected Justices of the Peace from the district. Within three days of the original order, the Minister relented
and allowed the Wombat to remain in Gippsland while investigations were made into the potential for repairs
to be made locally. However, he advised that it would not be until after these assessments were complete
that a final decision would be made regarding whether the Wombat would be repaired in Gippsland or
Melbourne.39
There followed a scramble to produce the necessary infrastructure for the repairs to be conducted in
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Bairnsdale, and a purpose-built slip was constructed in the Mitchell River. This was delayed by a flood in June
of 1890 which damaged both the Wombat and the wharf to which it was tethered, with hundreds of floating
hop-poles jamming the Wombat’s gear and the weight of debris pressing against the Wombat threatening to
snap its moorings. The debris succeeded in freeing the Mystery from its anchorage and it was washed down
the river and out into the Lake.40
Eventually, in September, the slip was nearing completion when it was discovered that the Wombat would
only be able to reach it by cutting away part of the bank of the Mitchell River, at a further cost of 400
pounds.41 This began a debate between the building contractors, the Bairnsdale Shire and the Public Works
Department regarding who should be responsible for this unforeseen cost. This argument took months to
resolve, finally ending with an agreement for the costs to be shared between the Department and the
contractors.42
In January 1891, around a year and a half after the need for repairs had arisen, the Wombat began to dig her
way into the slip.43 This work took over a month to complete,44 and during the excavations, the Wombat
uncovered the remains of the SS Tanjil, which had burned and sunk there some years before. The Wombat’s
state of disrepair also hindered the work, with regular breakages of equipment. 45 When the digging was
eventually completed, the Wombat had to wait for the final slip rails to be laid before it could be slipped for
repairs.46
The repairs to the Wombat began in June 1891 and took three months and one week to complete, being
finalised in October.47 The accepted tender for machinery replacement and repairs was for 2375 pounds, 48 but
the contractors suffered a financial loss from the work when floods submerged and damaged the new
machinery before it was installed.49 When repairs were finally complete it was found that rising silt had
trapped the Wombat and two steamers on the slip, and the Priestman Dredge was required to dig them out.50
These major repairs were not the end of
the Wombat’s operating issues, and she
was back on the slip by the beginning of
1892, appearing to remain there until
around May of that year.51
After these repairs it was back to the
Bairnsdale Wharf and the mouth of the
Mitchell, though inefficiencies were noted
in that the Wombat was operating with a
single silt barge and had to cease
excavations every time the full barge was
absent delivering its load to the agreed
dumping ground. In this case, dumping
grounds included in deep water in Lake
King, (inexplicably) at Bairnsdale Wharf
and at Potters Washaway at Picnic Point.52,53

Bairnsdale Wharf, 1887 (State Library of Victoria Collection)
(http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/254596)

At around this time it was recognised that the demand for the Wombat was too great, and applications were
made for another dredge to complement the Wombat’s work in the Gippsland Lakes.54
Over the next decade, apart from another stop for repairs in 1895, the Wombat undertook its usual duties,
rotating between various locations around the Lakes. As far as I have been able to ascertain, these included
the Thompson River (1894), Tambo River (1894-95), Latrobe River (1895-96), Mitchell River (1896), Latrobe
River and Sale Canal (1897), Mitchell River (1899-1900), McLennan Strait (1900), Reeves Lagoon (1902),
Mitchell River (1902), the Entrance (1902-1904), Bullock Island (1904) and Bairnsdale Wharf (1905).
During this time, the steamer Charlotte Fenwick55 and a tug named Tug 256 joined the team of vessels serving
the Wombat, while the Mystery also remained in attendance. It appears that the Charlotte Fenwick’s tenure
as a support vessel for the Wombat was short-lived when, driven by floodwaters, it became stranded high and
dry on the Eagle Point road in January of 1894.57 While, once rescued, it remained on the Lakes for some time,
it does not appear to have returned to work with the Wombat after that incident.
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The Charlotte Fenwick on dry ground (Museums Victoria Collection) 58

The familiar rivalry between Sale and Bairnsdale for the services of the Wombat also continued, particularly in
1896 when it was ordered to abandon half-completed work at the mouth of the Latrobe River in order to deal
with the ongoing silt problem at the Bairnsdale Wharf. 59 Bairnsdale responded to Sale’s protests with the
cheeky retort: “Why, a friendly neighbouring town would hardly be going out of its way if it offered to lend
the dredge under circumstances of such emergency.”60
While much of this was routine for the Wombat, its employees experienced a somewhat eventful decade. In
1883 the navvies aboard the Wombat had staged a strike due to insufficient wages, particularly considering
the expenses incurred in the course of their duties for equipment such as tents and oilskins and to cover
breakages on board.61 However, in 1893 they came to the public’s attention for the opposite reason:
concerns were raised that they were paid too much. The vessel’s engineer, Mr Alfred Edward Logan, let slip
when giving evidence before the Bairnsdale Petty Sessions, that the wage for Wombat employees was 312
pounds per annum. This caused some outrage,62 and the engineer quickly backtracked.63 Clarification of
actual wages was never provided. This was not the first instance in which the pay of dredge employees came
under scrutiny: in 1880 questions were raised regarding their being sent to Melbourne for four days on full
pay in order to register their votes.64
However, the Wombat’s crew members were not always considered in a negative light. There were a number
of instances in which employees of the Wombat, and the vessels working with her, were praised for their
lifesaving acts.65,66,67 The Wombat’s activities were also of great interest to sightseers, who at various points
could opt to purchase tickets to travel and see the Wombat at work,68 and who gathered in great numbers to
see the spectacle of the large vessel being hauled onto the slip. 69
The Wombat’s employees also had their share of tragedy. During its time on the Lakes, the Wombat saw the
loss of at least three of its crew. In addition, the Wombat’s master, Hugh Scott (who appears to have held this
role for much of the Wombat’s time on the Lakes), lost his brother in the wreck of the SS Glenelg, 70 which
suddenly foundered shortly after leaving Lakes Entrance on 25 March 1900 with the loss of 38 lives.71 Another
employee lost his 14 year old son to an attack of peritonitis. 72 Those employees who died while working on
the Wombat included Henry Dixon, cook, who died suddenly from an aneurism in 1888;73 James W Forbes,
carpenter, who drowned in the Sale Canal in 1899;74 and Matthew Henderson, caretaker, who drowned in the
Mitchell River in 1912.75 Given the nature of its work, it is surprising that deaths were not more common on
the Wombat, though there were a couple of near misses. In one case in 1884, Captain Rennie, of the Mystery,
witnessed a dredge worker fall from a punt and, fully clothed, dove into the water in time to locate him under
the surface and save his life.76 His bravery was later commemorated in Sale.77
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In 1905, after a quarter of a century’s faithful service on the
lakes, the fortunes of the Wombat changed. It once again
required extensive repairs, but a planned overhaul had been
suddenly scrapped in 1900, and the slip company had become
defunct,78 leaving the slip in disrepair.79 Having waited for some
years for a decision regarding its fate, it was suddenly
announced in August of 1905 that its operations would cease
and its crew would be removed to the new dredge Pioneer.80 It
was laid up near the mouth of the Mitchell River for five
years,81 before being dismantled for examination on the
Paynesville slip.82 Some calls were made for its return to
service, but these were met with ridicule.
According to the Bairnsdale Advertiser, “such an inquiry will be
about as fruitful and as belated as would be as to whether
Queen Anne is dead,”83 and “the Government should be made
to feel ashamed of itself for attempting to put into the service
again a vessel that has been so long on the old age pension
list.”84
And so it was that the Wombat, the ‘political dredge’ over
which small and large battles had been waged and enormous
expense incurred, was sold for scrap in 1912.85 Its dredging
machinery had been removed, and was sold by auction in
Bairnsdale,86 and the remainder of the vessel was purchased by
Robert Saxby Broome, hotel proprietor of Cunninghame and
son-in-law of Alfred James Gilsenan of Paynesville.
Broome arranged for the vessel’s conversion to a houseboat to
hire out to tourists as an extension of his hotel business. The
work was done in Paynesville by Mr Tierney, and the vessel,
proudly sporting accommodation for 30-40 people, was
launched from the Paynesville slip on 7 August 1913. It was
christened Baang Yarnda, purportedly meaning ‘house on
water’ in the language of the area’s first peoples. This was
presumably a nod to the Gilsenan family’s historical association
with Aboriginal missions. However, the words were not
supplied by the local first Australians themselves, but rather by
the Reverend Bulmer of Lake Tyers.87
At nearly 60 years old, the Wombat began a new life, gently
carrying relaxed revellers through their lazy holidays. In
contrast to its dirty, gruelling early days on the Lakes, this could
be considered more appropriate employment for a vessel in its
sunset years.
It was a new lease of life for the Wombat and, as the Baang
Yarnda, it provided services on the Lakes for a further 25 years.
Then, having deteriorated beyond repair, it was abandoned to
rust on the North Arm near Lakes Entrance, where its derelict
hull lay for a further 14 years. Eventually it was sold for scrap
to a Melbourne firm and removed from its resting place in
1954, just shy of its 100th birthday.88
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Description of the Wombat’s machinery when
auctioned, Bairnsdale Advertiser, 10 June
1913, page 2

The Wombat as the Baang Yarnda circa 1915 (Museums Victoria Collection)89

While at its end Gippslanders may have been glad to see it go, the first dredge on the Gippsland Lakes had
already had more than a lifetime’s worth of being wanted. Inefficient though it may have been, from menial
silt removal to the dramatic opening of the entrance, the Wombat had served Gippsland well.

The following is a list of employees known to have worked on the Wombat:
Adams, S
Baker, J
Baker, S
Baker, W
Balzer
Broome, T
Cook, Charles
Davis, J C
Dixon, Henry (cook)
Filmer, E
Freeman, Walter
Forbes, James W (carpenter)
Friday, Phillip senior (chief officer)
Friday, Phillip junior (mate)
Graham, L
Henderson, Matthew (caretaker)

Johnson, W
Jones, Edward (cook)
Larsen, L
Logan, Alfred Edward (engineer/master)
McAlpine, Archibald
Miller (cook)
Mullett, W
O’Neil
Poole, J T
Price, G F
Ralston, A
Ray, J
Scott, Hugh (engineer/master)
Smith, J
Stoker, John (labourer)
Wilden, E
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Where did early Paynesville get its ice?
By Rob Cook
Conventional wisdom has it that Christian Gronheit around 1903 established the iceworks at
Paynesville and thus enabled better quality fish to be delivered to the Melbourne markets. Now a
reference in Issue 9 of the PMM Journal indicates that ice was available at least as early as 1896. This
story tells how it was disclosed and poses some questions for further research.
The following is from the Bairnsdale Advertiser 24 December 1896:
Petty Sessions - Bairnsdale
Tuesday, 22nd December, 1896 before Mr. C. G. Holmes, P.M.
ABUSIVE LANGUAGE
Wm. Mentiplay was charged with using abusive language to Fred. H. Smith, at Paynesville, on the
2nd December last. Mr Sandford appeared for complainant, and Mr Kirkpatrick for defendant.
F. H. Smith deposed that he was a fisherman, residing at Paynesville. On the 2nd December he
saw defendant on the main road passing the jetty. He was accompanied by Jack Mentiplay, and in
consequence of something he had heard he asked John if it was true he said he had "shook" his
ice. Defendant then wanted him to fight, and said he would smash his ---- head; that he was a big
fat ---, and he would like to "have a cut at him."
By Mr Kirkpatrick : Before this he had been at the hotel and had a drink. That was the only drink
he had during the afternoon. Then it must have been a big one. Were you drunk? I don't think so.
Then you don't remember? - I do remember. Well, were you drunk? - No. Then why didn't you
say so?
'Witness further said that he did not see Duncan, of the hotel, there at all. Robert Stone, an
atheist, affirmed the convictions. He deposed, in answer to Mr Sandford, that he was a
fisherman, at Paynesville. He heard Smith ask John Mentiplay if he said he had stolen his ice. John
told him to bring his flunkeys, and defendant wanted to fight him and said he would like to punch
his --- head.
To Mr Kirkpatrick : He saw Duncan there and saw him strike at John Mentiplay. Smith was then
close by and could have also seen it, but he did not know whether he did or not.
Wm. Mentiplay, defendant, fisherman, deposed that Smith came out of the hotel and said to his
brother, persistently, "you say I shook the ice," and partly took off his coat. Defendant regarded
this as a challenge, and took his coat off; and when complainant said what he wanted was a
straight man, said he would hit him over the mouth if he repeated it. Smith was then under the
influence of drink. Duncan also struck at him. When this language was used the parties were
alone, and it could not have been heard by anyone else. There was no language such as had been
deposed to used.
John Mentiplay gave a similar version of what took place and denied that the defendant used any
obscene language. Robert Stone, he said, came up when the affair was nearly all over. Thomas
Murray deposed that he was there and did not hear any bad language used beyond the
defendant saying that he would smack Smith on the face. Smith was not sober. He was between
the two men, and he swore positively the defendant never used the language complained of.
Annie Mentiplay, sister of the defendant, was speaking to David Prosser on the jetty on the
occasion, some twenty yards away, and she did not hear the defendant use any bad language. If
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Prosser had heard any bad language she also could have heard it. His brothers were there before
her, but Smith was not there when she arrived.
Mr Holmes, in giving his decision, said this was the most painful case he had had before him for
years. Here is a case in which a number of men, presumably respectable, who swear in the most
solemn way to two different sets of facts. If I accept the statement by the complainant I brand
the defendant and his friends as guilty of perjury, and if I believe the story by the defendant I
brand the complainant and the witnesses on his side as perjurers. There are, unfortunately, no
surrounding circumstances which, by weighing, will enable me to decide between the parties. The
defendant is charged with using abusive language, but the language which has been deposed to is
threatening language and obscene language, and it was both sworn to and the slightest
hesitation. I will strike out the summons, and if the complainant is not satisfied he can have it
brought before two magistrates.
Mr Sandford: I have not the slightest doubt that perjury has been committed on one side or the
other.
Mr Holmes: I will strike it out without costs.
So what does this social insight tell us, besides that the Paynesville fishermen could be a feisty lot,
especially when mixed with alcohol, and that the magistrate was an understanding person? It reveals
that Paynesville’s fishermen had access to ice in 1896, some seven or eight years prior to Paynesville’s
own ice facility being built.
Prior to the advent of locally made ice, fishermen had relied on fish baskets lined with bracken ferns to
store their catch. If ice was available in 1896 then there is a probability that Paynesville phased out fish
baskets earlier than previously thought. The close joints of the fish box could contain the ice and its
attendant “coldness” for better results on the long journey than the open weave of the basket that was
originally used to try to get some refrigerating effect from air circulation.
Research shows that at that time Bairnsdale had had an ice works which been operating since 1891.
Once Paynesville’s own ice works came into being, its ice factors were responsible for delivering ice via
steamer to purpose-built sheds at Hollands
Landing, Seacombe and The Heart Landing. It
seems likely that before Paynesville had the
facility to manufacture its own ice, a similar
arrangement existed for delivery of ice to
Paynesville via steamer from Bairnsdale. Ice could
be regularly shipped down to Paynesville on the
steamers when they stopped to collect shipments
of fish on the way to Sale. Given the schedule that
the Sale steamers worked was tight, it is likely that
the fishermen used stored ice from a previous
steamer to package the fish ready to be loaded,
and took the new delivery of ice to store for use
with the next fish shipment.
While this is a probability it is currently just an
educated guess. Perhaps we shall learn more as
our researchers continue to comb through the
historical record.
Picture ‘Lifting the ice from the cells’, wood engraving by
Alfred May and Alfred Martin Ebsworth. ‘The Australian
Ice Company's Works, Sandridge Road’. The Australasian
Sketcher, 31 January 1880. From the State Library of
Victoria collection.
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Alfred James Gilsenan:
The Man Behind the Name
The Alfred James Gilsenan Reserve holds a prominent place in Paynesville, but though the name may
be familiar to many Paynesville residents, the man behind it, himself once well-known in both
Paynesville and the wider district, has begun to slip from the common memory.
The son of a schoolteacher and missionary, in his lifetime Alfred Gilsenan survived fire, flood and
storm, and rose to the position of Shire President. Though in itself this was a great achievement,
perhaps a greater one was the position he gained in the hearts of Paynesville’s residents, as a man
who in private was generous and compassionate, and who worked hard for the common good. While
the recreation reserve which bears his name was a project dear to his heart for around forty years,
there are many other facilities, past and present, in Paynesville which are touched by his influence.
Regardless of whether he had a personal interest in various sports and pursuits in which community
members were involved, he sat on committees and supported clubs to improve Paynesville and the
quality of life of its residents.
Not least of his achievements was in furthering the
cause of the Gippsland Lakes fishermen. Though not a
fisherman himself, he held the role of local ice factor for
almost half a century, and became both agent and
advocate for the men whose ice he supplied. In those
positions he made a considerable difference to the
conditions under which they worked, and to their
recognition in the broader community.
For some time a project, spearheaded by our late
President, Rob Cook, has been underway to ensure that
the contribution of Alfred Gilsenan to Paynesville, the
Bairnsdale Shire and the Gippsland Lakes fishing
industry is recognised and recorded for future
generations. Thanks to the assistance of the Gilsenan
family and the generosity of Bendigo Bank, an account
of his life will shortly be available in book form.

Portrait of Alfred Gilsenan in its original
frame. From the Gilsenan Family Collection,
photographed by Andrew Bould.
Photograph of A J Gilsenan’s freezing works,
from the Gilsenan Family Collection.
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